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INTRODUCTION 

We were more afraid of the people than the people had reason 
to be afraid of us. 

[Statement by a member of the much feared Stasi, the East 
German State Security Service]? 

"We are the people" was the main battle cry of the nonviolent struggle 
that swept away the East German Communist regime in 1989. "We are 
the people," echoing hundreds of thousands of times through the 
streets of East Berlin, Dresden, Leipzig, and Karl-Marx-Stadt, came to 
symbolize the protest of the people against an alienated government 
and the power of these unarmed masses to overthrow their tyrannical 
rulers. 

The East German revolution is more than a watershed event in 
European history. The crumbling of the authoritarian regime also 
contains seminal instructive value, since it can provide us with insight 
into the nature of power as well as the potential and limits of nonvio- 
lent struggle. This monograph examines the events in East Germany 
with this particular interest in mind. 

Many causal aspects, preconditions, and contextual influences 
were responsible for the specific course of evolution in East Germany. 
Yet, two factors must be singled out as having played a key role in 
causing the downfall of the oppressive regime, namely large-scale 
popular demonstrations and massive waves of East German citizens 
leaving illegally for the West. These so-called "voice" and "exit" forms 
of protest are classic examples of nonviolent direct action and were 
mentioned explicitly as such in Gene Sharp's influential 1973 study of 
the subjjt? 
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The stunning impact of these two methods of nonviolent action 
can be understood better with the help of a parsimonious insight 
about the nature of power, first proposed almost half a millennium 
ago by ~tienne de la Bdtie. As a young student at the University of 
Orleans, he hypothesized that any form of government, no matter 
how despotic and violent its nature, is always dependent upon the 
tacit consent of the population. De la Boetie further argued that since 
this consent rests upon voluntary grounds, it can be withdrawn at any 
time, which subsequently would lead to a disintegration of the exist- 
ing authoritarian societal str~cture.~ 

The events in East Germany confirm certain elements of this bold 
premise. The impact of "voice" and "exit" forms of protest illustrate 
that (1) an authoritarian regime cannot generate and maintain its own 
power base through coercive means alone, and that (2) because this 
power base is also dependent upon popular support, the population 
can, through active withdrawal of cooperation, undermine the suste- 
nance of the existing repressive system. 

However, an analysis of the German revolution that stops at an 
affirmation of the power contained in nonviolent struggle remains 
incomplete. The events in East Germany are too complex to be as- 
sessed entirely through a theory of power that locates social dynamics 
on a dualistic axis between oppressor and oppressed. The fall of the 
Communist regime warrants an idiosyncratic analysis of the complex 
power relationships and structural influences that allowed nonviolent 
direct action to show its might. Needless to say, this monograph 
cannot do justice to such a complex task. I will only draw attention to 
two of these crucial contextual factors, namely the evolution of inter- 
nationally, intranationally, and domestically conditioned restraints on 
popular resistance as well as the extent to which the efficacy of a 
nonviolent struggle is dependent upon the interaction between the 
state and civil society. 

This monograph is divided into three sections. The first section 
provides a brief chronological overview of resistance and revolution 
in East Germany. The second section examines the role that "exit" and 
"voice" forms of protest played in the collapse of the Communist 
regime and then derives from this analysis a few theoretical implica- 
tions for the dynamics ~f nonviolent struggle. The third section places 
the East German nonviolent struggle in the societal context that al- 
lowed it to emerge in its particular form and exert the power-devolv- 
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ing effect that de la Boetie and others credit it with. A concluding 
section draws on this case study to present a few tentative theoretical 
and methodological suggestions for the future study of nonviolent 
direct action. 





A BRIEF HISTORY OF 
DOMINATION, OPPOSITION, 

AND REVOLUTION 
IN EAST GERMANY 

The state is the coldest of all cold monsters. Cold are also its 
lies; and this one crawls out of its mouth: "I, the state, am the 
voice of the people" . . . But the state lies through its teeth; and 
whatever it says, untrue it is--and whatever it has, stolen it is. 

- Friedrich Nietzsche4 

There is no way of objectively presenting "facts." Summarizing means 
selecting, judging, excluding, and, consequently, presenting a subjec- 
tive viewpoint. Since attempting to separate "fact" and "interpreta- 
tion" is futile, I will keep this section just detailed enough to offer a 
broad overview of the East German revolution. Many issues will 
reappear in the later analytical and theoretical sections. For the inter- 
ested reader the appendix provides more data and an indepth chro- 
nology of events. 

The existence of East Germany as a formally independent state 
was rooted in the defeat of the Nazi regime at the end of World War 
I1 and in the subsequent emergence of Cold War rivalries between the 
victorious forces. What should have been a transitional segmentation 
of Germany into four occupation zones turned into a quasi-permanent 
bifurcation of the country into two clearly separated areas, each 
submitted to the protection and tutelage of one of the two superpow- 
ers. In 1949, East Germany became a formally independent state under 
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the name Deutsche Demokratische Republik (German Democratic Re- 
public or GDR). 

Repression and Dissent before the 1980s 

Authoritarian tendencies were present in East Germany from the very 
beginning. The regime did not shy away from repressive and propa- 
gandistic measures to uphold its rule. Part of the legitimizing process 
was the attempt to portray the GDR as a multi-party state. The Com- 
munist Party, the SED (Sozialktische Einheitsprtei Deutschlands), held 
only 25.4% of the seats in the parliament Wolkskammer). Yet, the 
leadership role of the SED was entrenched in the constitution and was 
never challenged. The parliament was little more than a rubber stamp, 
and virtually all of its members who represented the various other 
parties and labor unions were at the same time members of the SED.5 

Opposition to the East German regime and its leader, Walter 
Ulbricht, existed ever since the 1950s. On June 17,1953, spontaneous 
strikes and mass demonstrations emerged and were immediately re- 
pressed with great brutality by Soviet troops stationed in East Ger- 
many. This form of popular protest constituted an isolated case, and 
until the autumn of 1989, dissident activities remained limited to 
opposition from within the elite.6 

Elite resistance during the 1950s formed itself around Wolfgang 
Harich and other like-minded advocates of reform, such as Walter 
Janka, Heinz Zoger, and Gustav Just. Most of them were condemned 
to long-term prison sentences after a series of farce-trials that exempli- 
fied the neo-Stalinist terror of the Ulbricht regime? The only form of 
popular protest during this time was the continuously increasing 
number of East Germans who were leaving for the West. By the early 
1960% already more than two and a half million citizens had departed. 
In an attempt to stop this mass emigration, the government ordered 
the construction of the Berlin Wall in June 1961 and established an 
"iron curtainf' along its western borders. 

Eckhart Jessesuggests that dissident activities enpyed a slightly 
increased radius of activity after Erich Honecker replaced Walter 
Ulbricht in 1971.8 The normalization treaty between the two German 
states (Gmndlagenvertrag~, signed in 1972, also opened East Germany 
more to contacts with the West. Yet, repression in the form of prison 
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sentences and forced expatriation always remained part of the SED 
system of domination. As in the 1950s, the main dissidents between 
the 1960s and the very end of the East German regime were not radical 
democrats but reform-oriented communists or socialists, as two of the 
key dissident texts of the period, Robert Havernann's Dialektik ohne 
Dogma? and Rudolf Bahro's Die Alternative, exemplify? 

Mass Protests and the Revolution of 1989 

Grassroots protest movements, or Biirgerbewegungen, surfaced rela- 
tively late in East Germany, much later than, for example, the activi- 
ties of Solidarnosc in Poland. There were reform discussions in small 
East German church circles during the 1980s. There were even spo- 
radic demonstrations in 1988?O But it was not until the boycott of and 
protest against the manipulated communal elections in the spring of 
1989 that one could talk of popular resistance against the regime. 

The emergence of widespread opposition was facilitated by radi- 
cal changes in the external environment, particularly the crumbling of 
the Soviet-led alliance system Although Honecker resisted with all 
possible means the adoption of perestm'ka-like reforms in East Ger- 
many, he could not avoid two dramatic changes. 

First, Mikhail Gorbachev's rise to power and his introduction of 
"new thinking" into Moscow's foreign policy constituted a de fact0 
(and later de jure) termination of the Brezhnev doctrine. No longer 
could Moscow's (former) allies in central and eastern Europe count on 
external military support for their authoritarian regimes, as the Krem- 
lin provided, for example, in 1953 (to East Germany), in 1956 (to 
Hungary), and in 1968 (to Czechoslovakia). The SED regime was now 
alone in facing the growing opposition in the population. 

Second, in May of 1989 the reform-oriented Communist govern- 
ment in Budapest decided to dismantle barbed wire and other instal- 
lations (e.g., fences, guard posts, and other obstructions that existed 
along the "iron curtain") along the Austro-Hungarian border. The 
resulting "hole" in the "iron curtain" did not remain undetected for 
long. At the occasion of the 'Tan-European Picnic" in August, 661 East 
Germans spectacularly fled across the border. Other East Germans 
who wanted to leave sought refuge in the West German diplomatic 
missions of East Berlin, Budapest, Warsaw, and Prague. On Septem- 
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ber 11, Hungary unilaterally terminated an agreement with the SED 
government and opened its borders to Austria. Within three days, 
15,000 East Germans had arrived in the West. 

Meanwhile, opposition activities within East Germany became 
more organized. Between July and September, various (illegal) 
grassroots opposition movements emerged, such as Neues Forum 
(New Forum), Demokratischer Aufbruch (Democratic Awakening), and 
Demokratie Jetzt (Democracy Now)?' Popular demonstrations became 
common. Each Monday, after the traditional Protestant service at 
Leipzig's Nikolaikirche, people gathered ou bide the church to demand 
reforms. Their number continually increased week after week. On 
October 2,25,000 of them were violently dispersed by the police. 

During the celebrations of East Germany's fortieth anniversary 
(October 71, Erich Honecker made a last attempt to redress the bal- 
ance. But his categorical refusal to acknowledge the need for change12 
only increased the pressure from below. Thousands of East Germans 
kept leaving the country every day and street protests became a 
"normal" feature of every city in the country. The Monday demon- 
stration in Leipzig was by now an institutionalized event of nonvio- 
lent mass protest; 70,000 people participated on October 9 and 120,000 
people participated a week later, on October 16. 

The continuously increasing pressure triggered a power struggle 
between revisionist and hardline factions in the Politburo. On October 
18, Erich Honecker and two of his closest and oldest allies, Giinter 
Mittag and Joachim Hermann, were forced to resign. Yet, the new 
government, headed by another long-time Honecker confidant, Egon 
Krenz, could not calm the situation with its announced reforms. Too 
little, too late was the general consensus in the population. 

Demonstrations again became more frequent and dramatically 
increased in size. Calls for more democracy, free elections, "new 
thinking," and mobility rights could be heard all over East Germany. 
'We are the people" echoed day after day, hundreds of thousands of 
times, through the streets of Leipzig, Dresden, East Berlin, Karl-Ma=- 
Stadt, Potsdam, and many other cities. Leipzig alone witnessed sev- 
eral nonviolent demonstrations attended by more than 200,000 
people. On November 4, over half a million people took to the streets 
in East Berlin. Meanwhile, the lack of man (and woman)-power that 
resulted from the exodus, which continued at a rate of about 10,000 
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East Germans a day, seriously interrupted the functioning of many 
industries and public services. 

Soon, the mounting popular pressures claimed their next "vic- 
tims." More of the "old guard" and key figures of the Politburo were 
forced to "retire," including Margot Honecker, Hany Tixh, Kurt 
Hager, and Erich Mielke. On November 7, the entire government 
under Willi Stoph resigned. The day after, the Politburo followed suit. 
Then, on November 9,1989, came the beginning of the end, the coup 
de gr&e to the SED regime: Giinter Schabowski, spokesperson for the 
government, declared that effective immediately, all East German 
citizens were free to travel abroad without prior permission from state 
authorities. The same night, sensational pictures were seen all over the 
world: thousands of people climbing over and dismantling the mean- 
while anachronistic Berlin Wall in front of puzzled and helpless East 
German guards. In the days to come, hundreds of thousands of East 
Germans took a glimpse at the West, a possibility that had been 
inconceivable to them for decades. 

From then on, it took little time for what remained of the SED 
regime to vanish into the annals of European history. Emigration 
increased even more and demonstrations did not cease until all rem- 
nants of the old regime were gone. Placing Hans Modrow, a reform 
Communist, at the head of the government did not postpone the fall. 
In December, Egon Krenz resigned from all his functions. Under his 
successor, Gregor Gysi, the SED virtually disintegrated. On March 16, 
1990, the first free parliamentary elections took place in East Germany. 
The Christian Democratic Union (CDU), a sister organization of the 
West German conservative ruling party, achieved a spectacular vic- 
tory, winning 40.9% of the vote. 

Every single demand that the people had taken to the streets in the 
fall of 1989 was thus met by the spring of 1990. Within half a year, 
utopia had turned into reality. One of the most repressive regimes of 
central and eastern Europe had crumbled like a house of cards under 
the pressure from below. 



THE 
POWER-DEVOLVING POTENTIAL 

OF NONVIOLENT STRUGGLE 

But if not one thing is yielded to them [the tyrants], if, without 
any violence they are simply not obeyed, they become naked 
and undone and as nothing, just as, when the root receives no 
nourishment, the branch withers and dies. 

- ~tienne de la Bo6tie13 

The previous section has already hinted at the importance that dem- 
onstrations and mass exits played in the East German revolution. This 
section attempts to sustain and further develop the argument that 
"exit" and "voice" forms of nonviolent protest were instrumental in 
triggering the power-devolving dynamics that swept away the SED- 
led system of domination and exclusion. 

Draining the System's Energy: The Role of "Exit" 

From the early days of the country, mass emigration forced the SED 
regime into a defensive position. Year after year, hundreds of thou- 
sands of East Germans left their country in order to settle in the 
capitalist West. In 1961, Walter Ulbricht ordered the construction of 
the Berlin Wall and risked an escalation of the Cold War in order to 
prevent East Germany's departing citizens from becoming a threat to 
the authoritarian state structure. 
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In the mid-1980s, the "exit" menace began to rise again primarily 
through three channels. First, East Germany relaxed its official emi- 
gration policy. In the first half of 1989,46,000 citizens left legally for 
the West, more than during the entire preceding year." Starting in 
August, two additional, illegal forms of emigration began to create 
anxiety in the Politburo. East German citizens used the extraterritorial 
status of diplomatic missions in the Communist bloc in order to claim 
refugee status. Soon, the West German missions in East Berlin, Prague, 
Budapest, and Warsaw had to be closed because they were over- 
crowded with thousands of East Germans determined to leave their 
country. An agreement between Berlin and Bonn at the end of Septem- 
ber allowed for a transport of these refugees by special train-via East 
German territory-to the West. When news of this evacuation spread 
throughout East Germany, the regime desperately tried to prevent its 
citizens from jumping on the so-called refugee trains that were leaving 
for Prague and other destinations. However, in a matter of days, the 
diplomatic representations were packed anew and special trains 
brought again 7,600 refugees to West Germany. 

While these spectacular occupation-evacuation procedures at- 
tracted a lot of media attention and robbed the regime of what little 
prestige it had left, the numerically most damaging emigration oc- 
curred as a result of Budapest's gradual dismantling of the "iron 
curtain." After the opening of the Austro-Hungarian border on Sep- 
tember 11, thousands of East Germans fled to the West each day. As 
figure 1 shows, the dramatic rise in emigration (both legal and illegal) 
amounted to more than ten times the average of the previous years. 
Illegal "exit," for which many East Germans had been shot during the 
preceding decades, became an uncontrollable mass movement by the 
fall of 1989. 

The young age of the emigrants and the resulting loss of future 
leadership and labor potential constituted an almost insurmountable 
(additional) obstacle to any sort of meaningful economic and social 
recovery for the statedominated East German society. A study, con- 
ducted by Peter Thal, estimated the loss of working potential for East 
Germany to be approximately ten billion German Marks per 10,000 
 emigrant^?^ From a more immediate viewpoint, the human drain 
created chaotic situations throughout the country. Many spheres, such 
as industry, the service sector, public transportation, and hospitals 
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Year 

m-e Evolution of Exit: Number o f  East Gennans emigrating to the West per annum. 
Source: Thomas Ammer, "Stichwort: Flucht aus der DDR," Deutschland-Archiv 22 (I% 
vember 1989): 1207; and Hartmut Wendt, "Die deutsch-deutschen Wanderungen," 
Deut~chland~Archiv 24 (April 1991): 390; as cited in Albert 0. Hirschmann, "Exit, Voice, 
and the Fate of the German Democratic Republic," Wdd Politics 45 (January 1993): 179. 

either totally collapsed or functioned with great difficulty. The em- 
ployment of army units in some of the affected sectors was not suffi- 
cient to replace the lacking civilian work force. "Exit" had tom holes 
in the East German society to the extent that even the senile and 
anachronistic leadership had to stop pretending that the country was 
still on a straight and glorious path to Communist utopia. 

In a series of highly unusual public declarations, the SED ac- 
knowledged the threat that "exit" constituted for the socialist order. 
On October 12, the Politburo avowed on the front page of the official 
SED organ that ". . . socialism needs everybody . . . we cannot remain 
indifferent if people break away from our East Germany!'" The day 
after, Honecker reiterated that ". . . nobody could remain unconcerned 
if citizens break away from our country."17 In his first appearance after 
replacing Honecker, Egon Krenz immediately spoke of the emigrants 
and admitted that the government ". . . perceives their departure as a 
great bl~odletting!'~~ 
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Recently published personal accounts of high-ranking SED offi- 
cials reveal that the pressure of "exit" on East Germany's leadership 
was even greater than the already spectacular public statements sug- 
gested. Two key figures of the Politburo, Egon Krenz, Honeckef s 
p ro tw  and successor, as well as Giinter Schabowski, spokesperson 
for the government, leave no doubt about the power of "exit" in their 
recollection of this decisive period. Both acknowledge that mass erni- 
gration had a tremendous impact on them and other leading figures 
involved in the decision-making pr~cess.'~ Schabowski's account also 
makes clear that Honecker, in spite (or, rather, because) of his cat- 
egorical refusal to acknowledge "trouble," was very well aware of the 
explosiveness that "exit" constituted for his regime.20 Krenz even 
admits that on the eve of Hungary's opening of its borders with 
Austria, the SED leadership expected the worst possible s~enario.~' 

The fear of "exit" did not disappear after Honeckefs fall on 
October 18, but, rather, increased even more. The new government 
immediately discussed the problem and, according to Schabowski, 
came to the conclusion that the regime could under no circumstances 
survive extended mass emigration, that, indeed, "exit" created a situ- 
ation against which the government was absolutely helpless." Conse- 
quently, discussions started about the draft of a liberal emigration 
law.= On November 9, Schabowski detonated one of the most conse- 
quential diplomatic bombs in German history; he declared that effec- 
tive immediately, all East German citizens were free to leave the 
country without special permission. "Exit" had made a farce out of 
Communism's safety belt, the "iron curtain." 

Displaying the Will for Change: The Role of "Voice" 

Although the power of "exit" was clearly instrumental in bringing the 
SED-regime to its knees, a monocausal explanation could not possibly 
do justice to the complex pressures that grew from "below." Claus 
Offe's and Jiirgen Habermas' contentions that 1989 was an "exit- 
revolution," and not a "voice re~olution,"~~certainly deserve merit for 
drawing attention to the overwhelming economic and social effects of 
emigration waves, but their arguments are unsatisfactory if embed- 
ded in an exclusive articulation. 

The forw of "exit" must be seen in the context of its combination 
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with "voice." "Exit" and "voice" reinforced each other. Albert 0. 
Hirschmann, who initially presented "private exit" and "public voice" 
as forces that often undermine each other (the "exit voice seesaw"), 
portrays the East German struggle as a momentous constellation in 
which the two protest forms worked hand in hand.= Even Jiirgen 
Habermas, in a relativisation of his contention about the primacy of 
"exit" over "voice," admits that ". . . the presence of large masses 
gathering in squares and mobilizing on the streets managed, astonish- 
ingly, to disempower a regime that was armed to the teeth."26 

As was the case with emigration, the size and frequency of dem- 
onstrations increased sharply in a short period. With a few minor 
exceptions, there were no popular demonstrations against the East 
German regime until widespread fraud at the communal elections in 
May 1989 triggered a first, albeit still modest, protest wave. In Septem- 
ber the size and frequency of demonstrations started to increase. In a 
matter of weeks, the number of participants in protests grew from 
dozens, to hundreds, to thousands, to tens of thousands, and then to 

Sept. Sept. Oct. Oct. Oct. Oct. Oct. Nov. 
19 25 2 9 16 23 30 6 

Date 

Figure 2 
Increase in Size of konday demon&ationr in Leipzig, 
September 19 - November 6,1989. 
Source: See Appendix (Chronology of the East German Revolution) 
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hundreds of thousands. A perfect reflection of this evolution can be 
found in the increase of the highly symbolic protests that followed 
each Monday prayer service at Leipzig's Nikolaikirche (the Church of 
Saint Nicholas). 

Every East German city witnessed some form of popular discon- 
tent. An overwhelming number of the demonstrations occurred non- 
violently. Nonviolent discipline was so strictly maintained that 
burning candles, initially only a declaration of adherence to nonvio- 
lent principles, became the overall symbol for resistance against the 
regime. 

It is indicative of the power of "voice" that the biggest and most 
vocal popular protests immediately preceded each key decision of the 
Politburo. On October 16,120,000 people demonstrated in Leipzig and 
thousands more demonstrated in Dresden, Magdeburg, Halle, and 
East Berlin. The pressure was so intense that an official of the SED, the 
mayor of Dresden, met with representatives of the demonstrators. 
Two days later, East Germany's infamous long-time autocrat, Erich 
Honecker, was forced to resign from all of his positions. On October 
23, Leipzig counted 300,000 demonstrators, and a week later more 
than 400,000 people took to the streets in numerous cities. The same 
week, virtually all remaining hard-liners in the Politburo were re- 
leased of their functions. On November 4, East Berlin witnessed the 
biggest demonstration ever in East Germany, with more than half a 
million participants. The day after, an almost equal number of protest- 
ers gathered in Leipzig. In the following days, the government and the 
Politburo resigned en bloc and, on November 9, the SED leadership 
was forced to open unconditionally all borders to the capitalist world. 

Voluntary Servitude and the Power of Agency: 
Some Theoretical Reflections 

Structures don't protest in the streets. 

[Writing on a blackboard in a mom at the Sorbonne, May 19681?7 

The destabilizing effm that these "exit" and "voice" oriented forms of 
nonviolent protest had on the oppressive political leadership struc- 
ture render clear support for de la M e ' s  main thesis about the 
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nature of power, presented at the outset of this monograph. Although 
often neglected, de la Bo&iefs propositions provide the essential con- 
ceptual framework for many later and better known elaborations on 
the subject. All who have in one way or another written on civil 
disobedience, from Henry David Thoreau, Leo Tolstoy, Benjamin 
Tucker, Mohandas Gandhi, Gustav Landauer, and Martin Luther 
King, Jr. to Vaclav Have1 and Aung San Suu Kyi either directly draw 
on de la Wtie's Discours or should at least be understood in its 
context. Attempts to assess systematically the strategic dimension of 
nonviolent action date back to at least the early part of this 
but it was not until the appearance of Gene Sharp's The Politics of 
Nonviolent Action that an indepth crosscultural analysis of the issue 
emerged.29 Even two decades later, Sharp's framework still provides 
important clues about the dynamic between domination and resis- 
tance. 

The dissolution of East Germany illustrates Sharp's premise that 
nonviolent struggle is a political technique that deserves to be studied 
and understood in its own right.30 Rejecting definitions of power that 
focus on impositions from above, he follows de la Wtie's Discours 
and locates power in the relationship between ruler and ruled. Thus, 
Sharp defines political power as ". . . the capacity to control, for 
political objectives, the behavior of othersm3' and argues that its exer- 
cise is dependent upon the interaction of (among others) the following 
outside sources: the natural authority of a ruler (what Max Weber 
called the charismatic source of power), the sanctions at his/her dis- 
posal, the control over material and human resources, and a certain 
number of intangible factors that vary from situation to situation.= 

It is from these sources, not through means of violent coercion, 
that power is generated. Sharp consequently portrays power relation- 
ships as dualistic interactions between command and obedience. 
Since no command can be carried out without the obedience of the 
populace, a government's survival is contingent upon the 
population's support and its fear of possible future governmental 
sanctions (rather than the sanctions themselves). The East German 
population showed that by pulling hard enough, it could snatch these 
consent- and fear-based power foundations from beneath the rulers' 
feet. 

This insight was not entirely unknown in East Germany. The 
choice to conduct the struggle against SED rule nonviolently was not 
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simply taken for lack of anything better. Deppe, Dubiel, and Riidel 
convincingly argue that the decision to employ nonviolent means, 
repeatedly urged by virtually all the citizens' movements, was not 
only based on moral-ethical grounds (i.e., breaking the dialectic of 
violence), but was also the result of a deliberate strategic choice.= By 
employing "exit" and "voice" forms of nonviolent protest, East Ger- 
man citizens denied Honecker his charismatic source of power, 
robbed the regime's sanctions of their strength, and, most impor- 
tantly, undermined the SEWS vital control over human and material 
resources. 

These forms of nonviolent struggle were most intense when, as 
Doug Bond convincingly hypothesized, the threat of a nonviolent 
action was reinforced by a display of the actionists' capacity to control 
resources." Weeks of mass protests exhibited the actionists' ability to 
command and use (human) resources while the labor shortage result- 
ing from the mass exit seriously disturbed the functioning of the 
country. When this demonstration of the power to control human and 
material resources was supplemented by the actionists' threat of a 
general strike, the pressure on the leadership was at its peak, as 
Giinter Schabowski, a key member of the Politburo,  recall^.^ 

Violent actions could not have had the same effect, not only 
because the activists were greatly disadvantaged vis-a-vis the oppres- 
sive regime with respect to the means of violence, but also, and 
primarily, because violent methods of resistance do not tap the above 
mentioned sources of power upon which the existing societal struc- 
ture was based.36 

Bond's conceptual differentiation between direct and political ac- 
tion can help to illuminate another key aspect of the East German 
revol~tion.~ A nonviolent action is always direct because it is used 
when the official and legitimate channels for political action, such as 
elections, referenda, petitions, and lobbying either do not exist or are 
considered inadequate for the resolution of the conflict in question. 

In East Germany, engaging in political action, such as participat- 
ing in a (restricted, controlled, and manipulated) election, meant ac- 
cepting the oppressive system and, to some extent, providing it with 
legitimacy. Since East Germany's political process was entirely con- 
trolled by the autocratic leadership, political actions never challenged 
the system. Their outcome was, as Bond suggests,% prescribed by the 
parameters of existing power relations, which certainly did not pro- 
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vide legal means that could be a menace to the status quo. 
By contrast, engaging in direct actions, such as protesting in the 

streets or leaving the country illegally, meant refusing to accept the 
existing rules and parameters of the system, which constituted a direct 
assault on the system's legitimacy. The initiation of such actions was 
unilateral and not dependent upon the prior consent of the SED 
regime. Most importantly, the outcome of such actions was not lim- 
ited by the boundaries of existing legal norms, but was now entirely 
open, dependent only upon the unleashed power dynamic between 
the two parties engaged in the conflict. 

In such a situation, a nonviolent struggle can assume the form of 
an ultimate popular referendum. It is, so to speak, the voice of the 
people against the elite-dominated legitimation process. Whether this 
voice always succeeds in the end, as in East Germany, and whether the 
will of the majority always brings more justice and equality, are of 
course entirely different questions. As one of the slogans at demon- 
strations eloquently expressed it: ". . . power comes from the people- 
but where does it end 

It is at this point only relevant to underline that nonviolent direct 
action has the potential to effect radical disintegrative change, and 
that this change tends to lead towards democratic political struc- 
t ~ r e s . ~  The events in East Germany thus challenge deterministic 
structural-fundionalist explanations that use the benefit of hindsight 
to present events as if no other evolution would have been possible. 
Structural analyses are useful in many ways and I will employ them 
in later parts of this monograph. But structures cannot provide us with 
all the clues about the moments during which human agency is able 
to shape the course of history. Indeed, structures don't take to the 
streets and challenge an oppressive system, or, as Max Horkheimer 
and Theodor Adorno phrased it, 

. . . the principle of immanence, the explication of each event 
as a repetition of history, which the enlightenment advances 
against the belief of mythic imagination, is a myth itself?' 

Unfortunately, the East German case has shown that popular 
empowerment through nonviolent struggle occurs in a cyclical, and 
not a linear way, and that its realization is dependent upon many 
additional factors. 
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Nonviolent direct action could only unfold its true power during 
what could be called a "window of opportunity," a short period in the 
fall and early winter of 1989. In these few weeks, a great variety of 
external and domestic circumstances came together, allowing the 
force of agency to tear down the old despotic structures. Yet, even 
before the Berlin Wall had entirely disintegrated, the "window of 
opportunity" was shut. Political elites retook power from the streets 
and brought it into the long, intertwined hallways of parliamentary 
bureaucracy. Although the context of reemerging elite politics was 
considerably more democratic than before, many citizens could not 
repress the feeling that the revolution had been stolen from the 
people- 

Reminding us of Jean-Jacques Rousseau's warning that true de- 
mocracy does not allow representation, the various spokespersons of 
the citizens' movements held numerous round table discussions 
about the preservation of East German identity long after most people 
wanted nothing but Western capitalism as soon as possible. Already 
at the beginning of 1990, the slogans at demonstrations had shifted 
from "we are the people" (wir sind das Volk) to "we are a peoplef' (zuir 
sind ein Volk). Unification fever had stricken the n a t i ~ n . ~  

This widely desired unification process occurred, however, with- 
out direct input from below and even without any kind of popular 
consultation. The process, form, and timing of unification were largely 
determined by monetary issues, party politics, and, above all, by elite 
engineering from within West Germany. The fact that the constitu- 
tional arrangements that led to unity were based on Article 23 of the 
West Germany Grundgesetz, suggest that the term Anschluss (annex- 
ation) characterizes the events much better than Wiedemereinigung 
(reunification). Neither the East nor the West German population ever 
had the opportunity to approve or reject these conditions in a referen- 
dum Numerous prominent commentators and many more "normal" 
citizens thus deplored and criticized these and other "normative defi- 
cits" (Habermas) of ~nification.~ 

This cyclical and dialectical interaction between elite politics and 
people power suggests that a theory based on dualistic oppositions 
between oppressor and oppressed, as advanced by de la Wtie, can 
capture the essence of power relations at a decisive, yet fleeting mo- 
ment. Outside of this "window of opportunity," social dynamics are 
much more subtle. The crumbling of East German authoritarianism is 
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far too complex an event to be assessed entirely by a theory about 
mechanisms of change or, indeed, by any metanarrative. Michel Fou- 
cault hit the nail on the head in presenting power as a stratified, 
interwoven, and differentiated phenomenon. He argued that ". . . all 
power stems from the people" (le pouvoir vient d'en bad" and thus 
rendered support for the key insight advanced by de la Wtie, 
Thoreau, Sharp, Bond, and others. Yet, Foucault immediately added 
that 

. . . there is no binary opposition between oppressors and 
oppressed which can be assessed through a global and gen- 
eral theory of power relations. There is no such duality 
stretching from the top to the bottom and reaching even the 
most isolated groups at the very depth of society. Instead, one 
must presuppose the existence of multiple power relations 
which emerge and react in the context of production, families, 
social groups, and institutions. These manifold power rela- 
tionships serve to sustain the far-reaching effects of cleavages 
that run through the society as a wh01e.~ 

The next section will attempt to touch upon some of these mul- 
tiple power relations and present a few of the idiosyncratic circum- 
stances that allowed nonviolent direct action to emerge and unfold its 
potency in East Germany. 



THE MEDIATION OF 

NONVIOLENT STRUGGLE: 
COMPLEX POWER RELATIONSHIPS 

AND THE ENGINEERING OF 

HEGEMONIC CONSENT 

Man is born free, but everywhere he is in chains. 
- Jean-Jacques Rousseau4 

If the East German people always possessed the power to overthrow 
their tyrannical rulers, why did they wait more than four decades to 
do so? This section certainly does not pretend to deliver all the 
answers to this enigmatic question about the engineering and impo- 
sition of consent. I will only try to identify two subject areas within 
which possible explanations could be found: 1) the complexity of 
domestically, intranationally, and internationally conditioned power 
relationships, and 2) the struggle for consensual hegemony in the 
interaction between civil society and the state. 

The Multiple Faces of the SED Power Base 

They publicly preached water and privately drank wine. 
- Heinrich HeineU 

There is no doubt that the challenges to the SED regime were directly 
linked to the overall crisis of authoritarian Marxism-Leninism in Eu- 
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rope. Many analysts consider changes in Moscow's foreign policy as 
an important, if not the key factor in the German revolution of 1989." 
Even Honecker himself, exiled in Chile, put all the blame for the 
collapse of East German Communism on Gorbachev's revisionist poli- 
cie~.'~ 

A look back at the history of domination and resistance illumi- 
nates the link between the survival of East German authoritarianism 
and the country's incorporation into the Soviet-led alliance system. 
Without the intervention of Soviet troops, the uprising of June 1953 
might well have toppled the SED regime. The same can be said of 
revolts against neighboring authoritarian governments, such as the 
ones in Hungary in 1956 and in Czechoslovakia in 1968. East 
Germany's geopolitical and symbolic importance for the Communist 
bloc had a crucial influence on domestic power relations. This re- 
mained so as long as the global system was dominated by ideological 
schism and a bipolar power structure. 

Mikhail Gorbachev's introduction of "new thinking," particularly 
the explicit recognition that each nation has the right to determine its 
own policiesIJ0 meant that the SED regime could no longer count on 
Moscow's (military) support for the suppression of popular resis- 
tance. The end of the Brezhnev doctrine, the gradual decay of the 
Sbviet Union, and the resulting dissolution of the Cold War system 
fundamentally altered power relationships within East Germany in at 
least two ways. First, it permitted social dynamics to take a course that 
was free of restraints imposed by Soviet geopolitical and ideological 
interests. Second, it rendered the "iron curtain" porous and thus 
provided the prerequisite for the unfolding of the transformational 
capacity of "exit." 

The division of the German nation constituted another strong 
external influence on power relationships within East Germany. The 
ethnic bond and the fierce ideological competition between the two 
politically distinct "Germanys" intrinsically and interactively linked 
their political and social dynamics. Many aspects of resistance in East 
Germany must be understood in the context of such intracerman 
dynamics. For example, the power of "exit" would not have been able 
to emerge without West Germany's economic attraction and its con- 
stitutionally entrenched policy of granting citizenship to East German 
refugees. Ulrich Beck appropriately captures this intranational influ- 
ence by pointing out that ". . . Poland minus Communism is still 
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Poland. But East Germany minus Communism is the Federal Republic 
of Germany."" In addition to stimulating "exit," intranational aspects 
were highly relevant with regard to the mutual penetration of infor- 
mational and propagandistic sources between the two German states. 
This phenomenon, to be analyzed in the following subsection, was 
crucial in undermining the SEWS attempt to legitimize and sustain its 
authoritarian rule. 

The domestic scene displays the most complex picture of power 
relationships. An account of the power struggle in the Politburo and 
its implication for the fall of the SED regime could alone fill volumes. 
For instance, the SED command structure of the 1980s could be con- 
sidered tripartite, consisting of Erich Honecker, Giinter Mittag, and 
Erich Mielke. Yet, Honecker had occupied the key role for such a long 
time that the system's functioning was to a considerable extent depen- 
dent upon his personality. The Politburo was thus completely para- 
lyzed when he fell seriously ill and was absent as popular pressure for 
change increased dramatically. 

Domestic power relationships were also conditioned by the sys- 
tem of privileges in which East Germany's authoritarian command 
structure was embedded. Privileges were not only available to the 
members of the Politburo, who had access to a great array of Western 
consumer goods and lived in well-equipped and secluded "for- 
tresses," first in Pankow and, from 1960 on, in Wandlitz, north of 
Berlin. The reward principle reached a much greater circle of citizens. 

It was primarily though the Stmi, the (Ministry of) State Security 
Service, that people were coopted and drawn into the machinery of 
the oppressive state system. Alongside the Stusi's 86,000 full-time 
employees, it was estimated that approximately ten percent of the 
population worked in one way or another for the agency that kept 
under surveillance "subversiveff East Germans.52 Although the still 
ongoing evaluation of hitherto secret documents suggests that the 
Stusi's ears and eyes were not quite as omnipresent as initially sus- 
pected? the organization's effect was still far-reaching. 

A substantial part of the population had reasons to support the 
status quo because they either profited personally from the oppressive 
system or were in one way or another dependent upon it. Stasi infor- 
mants were paid according to the usefulness of the material that they 
provided. If an informant had financial or other problems, the Stnsi 
would help immediately and generously, thus providing a sort of 
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security net. These informants, combined with the nomenclatura, the 
police, the army, the firefighters, the justices, the post-office employ- 
ees, and all their families and friends and many more, comprised a 
substantial web of people who profited from the existing authoritar- 
ian rule. Noncooperation with the authorities could, by contrast, eas- 
ily result in highly consequential disadvantages for the individual and 
hidher family. 

This system of reward and punishment existed at all societal 
levels and in all geographical areas of East Germany. It created vari- 
ous sub-systems and sub-sub-systems of power relationships that 
helped to sustain a tyrannical societal structure. Arthur Meier, draw- 
ing upon Max Weber's notion of the Stiindegesellschaft, portrays the 
collapse of East German Communism as the obsolescence of this 
system of positive and negative privileges." A look at the concept of 
civil society can help to illuminate how nonviolent struggle was able 
to deliver the final blow to this anachronistic and exploitative societal 
structure. 

Defending Civil Society Against the Encroachment of the State 

The emergence and success of nonviolent resistance in East Germany 
is directly linked to at least two things, the capacity of civil society to 
defend itself against the encroachment of the state and the struggle for 
hegemony within civil society. 

The dichotomy between civil society and the state is here under- 
stood in the sense of Antonio Gramsci's theoretical framework. The 
state, being the sphere of coercion, contains such elements as the 
police, the army, and the bureaucracy. Civil society is the sphere of 
consent, where contrasting opinions compete against each other for 
hegemonic status; in short, the non-econornic aspects of a society that 
escape the direct control of the state.55 The boundaries between the 
state and civil society are always in flux. Depending upon the level of 
direct state control, such institutions as trade unions, the media, reli- 
gious organizations, schools, and universities may either belong to the 
state's propaganda and repression apparatus or be part of the plural- 
istic struggle for hegemony within civil society. 

Many analysts present the battle against repression in East Ger- 
many as a struggle between civil society and the state. Helmut Dubiel 
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refers to a rebellion against the appropriation of the public sphere by 
what he aptly calls a caste of "ideocrate~."~~ Ralf Dahrendorf talks of 
the defeat of all (state-dominated) systems that are against the 
Popperian concept of the "open society."" Already years before the 
East German revolution, Andrew Arato drew attention to the impor- 
tance of civil society in the struggle against authoritarian Communist 
regimes in Eastern Europe; an approach about which updated essays 
can be found, for example, in Deppe, Dubiel, and Riidel's analysis.= 

There is no element in the powerdevolving dynamics of nonvio- 
lent direct action that would per se suggest that its functioning is 
dependent upon the prior existence of a strong and independent civil 
society. Yet, a certain breathing space from the encroachment of the 
state is necessary for the emergence of regimecritical opinions and 
their organized expression in the form of large-scale popular dissent. 
In the limited space available here, I can, at best, give a broad over- 
view of this crucial issue and provide the interested reader with 
references to theoretical and empirical literature that underline the 
centrality of the Gramscian concept for the analysis of nonviolent 
struggle. 

The East German state did not leave a stone unturned in imposing 
its dogmatic and distorted vision of what was somewhat paradoxi- 
cally called Realsozialisrnus (real-existing s~cialism).~ Coercive meth- 
ods were widely used to ensure the survival of the SED regime. 
Among the tactics employed were controls and intimidation of the 
population through societal infiltration by the Stasi and other repres- 
sive elements of the state. School cumcula and media coverage were 
entirely geared toward the political "education" of the masses, serving 
as instruments for disseminating the ideology used by the ruling class 
to justify its dominance. Virtually all domestic sources of information 
(newspapers, journals, radio, television, etc.) were under direct and 
harshly censored control of the state apparatus. 

Despite this strong imposition and expansion of the sphere of 
coercion, the SED was unable to eliminate the sphere of consent. At 
least two factors undermined the state's attempt to annihilate civil 
society: (1)'the porous borders to the West, whose impact on the 
development of a counterculture will receive attention a bit later in 
this monograph, and (2) the existence of institutionalized structures 
that provided a forum within which organized dissent could emerge, 
spread, and prepare itself for the battle against the oppressive state. 
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The Protestant church, being the only East German mass organi- 
zation that was not directly subordinated to the state, provided such 
a forum for organized dissident activities. Its newspapers were not as 
harshly censored as the "normal" media, its photocopying machines 
were available for reproducing leaflets critical of the regime, and its 
ministers and representatives were always among the most outspo- 
ken critcs of the system. When the state attempted to undermine this 
limited amount of autonomy, the church was usually determined to 
defend it, the most dramatic example being the protest-oriented pub- 
lic self-immolation of Pfarrer (minister) Oskar Briisewitz in 1976. It 
was thus not surprising that most grassroots protest movements 
emerged out of church circles. Church facilities also served as sanctu- 
aries, such as in Dresden on October 5,1989, when persecuted dem- 
onstrators fled to the Annekirche, the Kreuzkirche, and the cathedral.@ 

One of the church's most influential activities was that of provid- 
ing a platform for the regular discussion and expression of popular 
dissent. For example, ever since 1983, every Monday evening at five 
o'clock, young Christians met for a peace prayer in Leipzig's 
Nikolaikirche. Initially, this gathering was intended to draw attention 
to the absurdity of the nuclear arms race. Then it turned into a forum 
where frustrations about lacking mobility rights (i.e., West migration) 
were articulated. Starting in the spring of 1989, the Monday prayers 
were regularly followed by public protests against the SED regime. 
The number of participating citizens continuously grew and by the 
fall the Monday demonstration in Leipzig was, as analyzed in the 
preceding mtion, one of the most symbolic and influential events of 
organized mass dissent in East Germany?' 

The fact that this crucial breathing space from the encroachment 
of the state was provided by the church has nothing to do with its 
religious or political aspirations, but is solely a result of the unusual 
autonomy that the church enjoyed in an otherwise suffocating totali- 
tarian stateP2 The church-and a few other, less prominent forums- 
thus created what is often called an Ersatzbffentlichkeit, a replacement 
for the suppressed public sphere or, in other words, a quasi-substitute 
for an independent civil society. Within this arduously carved out 
sphere of consent, contrasting opinions were competing against each 
other without being confined by the dogmatism of the prevalent state 
ideology. The result of this struggle for consensual hegemony consti- 
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tuted one of the most significant preconditions for the emergence and 
successful employment of nonviolent resistance against SED rule. 

The Link between the Struggle for Hegemony 
and the Power of Nonviolent Action 

A government cannot survive on repression alone. Even 
Honecker strove to be popular. 

- Giinter SchabowskP 

Antonio Gramsci's seminal ideas evolve around one principal vortex: 
the concept of hegemony. Hegemony is the prevalence of a dominant 
world view which extends throughout all aspects of a society and 
encompasses such issues as ideology, morality, language, and power. 
Hegemony constitutes what Michel Foucault called a system of exclu- 
sion: an explicitly and subconsciously diffused set of fundamental 
assumptions which determine-at a particular time and place-what 
is right and wrong, moral and immoral, good and evil, true and 
u n t r ~ e . ~  

The state, with its means of coercion and indoctrination, plays an 
important role in the creation of hegemony. Gramsci employed the 
concept of hegemony to facilitate understanding the way ruling 
groups can engineer popular support by disseminating a particular 
weltanschauung which favors their own interests. Yet, it is within civil 
society that hegemony ultimately emerges out of conflicting and com- 
peting ideas. Thus, Grarnsci also attempted to comprehend the condi- 
tions under which regime-hostile segments of a society could 
successfully and nonviolently promote social change. 

A resistance movement can only be victorious and establish a new 
and stable order if the classes or social groups that conduct the revo- 
lutionary struggle enjoy widespread popular support and dominate 
the institutions of civil society before attempting to seize state power. 
Without having first won this so called "war of position" and 
achieved hegemonic leadership, the repressive state apparatus will 
most likely be able to silence the dissident voices from below. 

This aspect of Gramsci's thought is of utmost importance for 
estimating a nonviolent struggle's likelihood of success. Esteeming 
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the concept of hegemony suggests that social change through nonvio- 
lent struggle becomes a realistic possibility only from the moment at 
which regime-hostile societal segments have achieved a substantial 
degree of hegemonic consent within civil society. That is, when their 
ideological alternative to the established order has infiltrated most 
societal levels and is considered moral and legitimate by a substantial 
part of the population. 

The East German Communist regime enjoyed various degrees of 
popular support during its existence. Yet, it certainly never achieved 
hegemonic leadership. Besides being delegitirnized by repressive 
practices and the disastrous results of statist economic policies, a 
number of more subtle factors undermined the ruling group's attempt 
to impose its ideology through domination and indoctrination. The 
most noteworthy of these factors is the SEWS "failure" to keep "sub- 
versive" ideological influences from reaching its population. 

East Germany's porous borders to the West assured the constant 
mental presence of an ideology, an economic system, and a way of 
living that was fundamentally opposed to the official ideological dis- 
course employed by the ruling group to justify its dominance. Ever 
since Ostpolitik replaced the West German Hallstein doctrine, mail 
exchange between East Germany and the outside world was permit- 
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Intersubjectively judged expornre to external information roarces. 
Source: R Bleiker, D. Bond, and M.S. Lee, "German Unity and its Implications for 
Korean Unification," Working paper no. 4/1992, CFIA, Harvard University, p. 33. 
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ted and "capitalist" newspapers and magazines were relatively easy 
to obtain. With the establishment of the Grundlagenvertrag between the 
two German states in 1972, cross-border visits became commonplace. 
From 1970 to the early 1980s, between 1.1 and 1.6 million East Ger- 
mans visited the West each year, while the number of East Germans 
traveling in the opposite direction ranged between 1.2 and 3.1 mil- 

The most consequential external influence on the formation of 
hegemony in East Germany's civil society must be ascribed to the 
constant presence of outside audio and visual media sources. Western 
long-, medium- and short-wave radio broadcasts had always been 
available throughout East Germany and since the 1970s about 90% of 
the population was able to regularly tune in to West German televi- 
sion programs (the area around Dresden and Greifswald being the 
only e~ception).~~ 

The image that these media programs projected alerted the East 
German population to the enormous economic gap that separated 
them from their West European neighbors. Given the long-term dep- 
rivation of consumer items, the incentives that an awareness of the 
West German materialistic society provided for East German citizens 
could only lead toward a strong dissatisfaction with the present re- 
gime. The "fact" that mass communication, as noted by Jean 
Baudrillard, never projects reality, but only a distortion (le vntige) of 
reality7 delegitimized the SEWS vision of a socialist utopia even 
further. Rather than exposing the weaknesses of liberal capitalism, 
commercial advertisements and other features of Western television 
programs evoked an overly optimistic illusion of a consumer paradise 
that must have appeared irresistible to the average East G e m n  citi- 
zen. 

The wide availability of Western media not only robbed East 
Germany's harsh domestic censorship practices of their purpose, it 
also made them counterproductive. Since Western television devoted 
regular attention to exposing the underside of Communist life in East 
Germany (corruption, bureaucratic despotism, pollution, etc.), the 
official East German propaganda appeared even farther removed 
from "reality" and thus increased the population's distrust of the 
ruling group. One cannot better express this phenomenon than in the 
words of Karl Eduard von Schnitzler, the protagonist commentator of 
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East Germany's legendary "counter-propaganda" television series 
Der Schwarze Kanal: 

One who thinks that it would not be of any harm to listen to 
antidemocratic television and radio programs or to read 
Western newspapers, opens hidher ears to the deadly en- 
 ern^.^ 

Even the infiltration of seemingly apolitical ideas and practices 
influenced the struggle for hegemony. Among these rapidly spread- 
ing features of West European culture, all of them officially de- 
nounced by the SED as expressions of capitalist decadence and 
ideological weapons of the bourgeoisie, were phenomena such as 
rock, beat, and punk music; Franz Kafka and Marcel Proust novels; or, 
even "worse," literary traditions of an existentialist, avantgardist, or 
poststructuralist nature.@ These postmodern cultural expressions 
questioned some of the most fundamental tenets of the modem East 
German political discourse, especially the (Marxist) historicist belief in 
linear evolution and the confidence in liberation through rational, 
scientific, and bureaucratic planning. 

As a result of the infiltration and dissemination of "subversive" 
values and the regime's inability to counter them, a capitalist 
weltanschauung, antithetical to the prevalent Communist discourse, 
became hegemonic (i.e., was accepted as legitimate and moral by most 
people). Thus, the discrepancy between ruler and ruled continuously 
grew and when externally imposed geopolitical restraints vanished, 
the SED's power base was so weak that it crumbled under the pres- 
sure from below." 

Even during the final period of resistance against Communist 
rule, the presence of Western media sources strongly influenced the 
effectiveness of the nonviolent struggle. Through Western media, East 
German citizens learned of the radical transformations that were go- 
ing on in the Soviet Union and witnessed day by day how in their own 
country the increase of street protests and mass migration further 
undermined the system's legitimacy. Jiirgen Habermas points out that 
the physical presence of demonstrating East Germans had a different 
(and more potent) revolutionary effect than similar protests in the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, because in 1989 the medium 
of television offered the potential to transform a demonstration into a 
ubiquitous event." 
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Outside information sources also provided direct incentives for 
East Germans to take the risk of participating in the "exit" wave. East 
Germans watched on West German television how barbed-wire in- 
stallations were removed from the Austro-Hungarian border and how 
their compatriots who had sought refuge in diplomatic missions were 
being brought by special trains to West Germany. The 
Deutschlandfink, a West German radio station, even broadcasted the 
stops and departure times of the "refugee-trains" leaving Dresden for 
P r a g ~ e . ~  Such factors accelerated the formation of a reform-oriented 
hegemony and served as important motivating and organizing forces 
for the nonviolent struggle which toppled the SED regime. 

Grarnsci's concept of hegemony is, of course, not the only frame- 
work to analyze the competition between conflicting discourses. The 
various functional, neo-functional, and transactionalist versions of 
integration theory are all concerned with integrative processes that 
create cioser bonds and unifying habits among people--as was the 
case between East and West Germany. Like Gramscian analysis, inte- 
gration theory primarily operates on an ontological level insofar as it 
examines the behavior, perception, and thought processes of indi- 
viduals or aggregates of individuals. 

Even more striking parallels can be found between Gramsci and 
cultural analyses. Archie Brown and Jack Gray examined Communist 
societies by employing the concept of double culture.n Providing 
almost a mirror-image of Grarnsci's opposition between the state and 
civil society, they drew attention to the division between the official 
political culture (the one determined by the state) and the dominant 
political culture (the one that is prevailing in the heads of the people). 
Christiane Lernke convincingly employed this concept of political 
socialization to the developments in East Germany. In her opinion, the 
crumbling of the SED system was above all a result of the continu- 
ously increasing gap between dominant and official political culture 
in the 1980s." But Lemke's examination, as so many other persuasive 
structural approaches, does not imbue the power of agency with the 
attention that it deserves. 



IN LIEU OF CONCLUSION: 
VIEWING THE POWER OF AGENCY 

IN ITS STRUCTURAL CONTEXT 

This mountain over here! That cloud over there! What is really 
"real" about them? You realists, deduct for once your phan- 
tasms and all the human ingredients! Ah, if you only could do 
this! If you could negate your origin, your past, your upbring- 
ing-your entire human and animal nature! There is no "re- 
ality"-not even for you, you realists. 

- Friedrich Nietzsche75 

Nonviolent struggle undoubtedly played a crucial role in precipitat- 
ing the fall of the East German Communist regime. The combined 
effect of large-scale street protests and massive emigration increased 
in intensity until, in the winter of 1989, the authoritarian system 
crumbled under the pressure from below. The present interpretation 
of these events confirms the two main premises advanced by students 
of the strategic approach to nonviolent direct action: that the ultimate 
source of power is not force but popular consent and that the active 
withdrawal of this consent can lead to the disintegration of an authori- 
tarian regime. 

Yet, a sole affirmation of the power contained in nonviolent action 
cannot provide a satisfactory explanation of the East German revolu- 
tion. If it were so easy to dissolve power structures through social 
noncooperation, then the SED regime and many other authoritarian 
systems would have collapsed long ago. The dynamics between domi- 
nation and resistance are too complex to be assessed entirely through 
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a theory that locates the creation and sustenance of power on a dual- 
istic axis between oppressor and oppressed. Such a situation is at best 
present during what could be called a "window of opportunity." 

Before this window could be opened for the empowerment of the 
East German masses, two preconditions had to be fulfilled. First, 
complex power relationships, particularly the ones related to East 
Germanfs incorporation into the Soviet-led alliance system, had to 
evolve such that they interfered only minimally with the confronta- 
tion between the SED autocrats and the protesting population. Sec- 
ond, at least some aspects of civil society had to be defended 
successfully against the encroachment of the state. Then, regime- 
hostile discourses had to assume hegemony within civil society before 
nonviolent adionists could have a realistic chance of emerging victo- 
rious out of a struggle against the coercive state apparatus. 

The East German case strongly suggests that an ahistorical and 
global model of nonviolent direct action, no matter how convincing its 
theoretical premises, cannot do justice to the complexity of "reality!' 
Each case of domination and resistance takes place in a particular 
spatiotemporal context. A theory of nonviolent action that seeks ex- 
planatory power beyond establishing promising hypotheses must be 
adjusted and expanded so that it can account for the unique mediating 
features of the environment in which the struggle takes place. For this 
purpose, the theoretical approach must be embedded in a wider ana- 
lytical framework that provides the flexibility to assess systematically 
a great variety of idiosyncratic struggles. Without claiming to have 
found definitive answers, but more with the purpose of opening a 
constructive discussion, I suggest that the study of nonviolent action 
could greatly profit from a rapprochement with structural explana- 
tions and an inclusion into existing research projects of new philo- 
sophical and critical-theorist discourses. 

To start with, a better and more fruitful bridge must be built 
between agency- and structureoriented approaches to the study of 
social change. The establishment of such a methodological link has so 
far been hampered by the unnecessarily high level of hostility that has 
dominated the interaction between these two paradigms. Representa- 
tives of the agency-oriented approach generally accuse structuralists 
of determinism, and reproaches in the other direction focus on uto- 
pian idealism. Yet, in an exclusively and defensively articulated form, 
both approaches result in either "individual reductionismf' or "struc- 
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turd red~ctionisrn."~~ 
A reinterpretation of de la Mtie's Discours could serve as a means 

of combining the positive contributions of both hostile approaches. De 
la Wt ie  has so far received a relatively one-sided reading, which 
focused primarily on existentialist and anarchist interpretations of the 
Discours' first chapter. The emphasis rested on presenting de la W t i e  
as an author who recognized that any form of rule, no matter how 
tyrannical, must be based upon popular consent, and that if people 
withdraw this consent, the tyrannical government will simply dis- 
solve.?' 

Yet, this affirmation of agency's power to shape structures was 
only the starting point for de la Bdtie. One could even argue that he 
was less concerned with the people's ability to overthrow their op- 
pressive rulers, and more concerned with the resulting puzzle of 
explaining why they don't do it more often. Thus, the two remaining 
(and more neglected) parts of the Discours try to understand, in de la 
Mtie's own words, ". . . how it happens that so many men, so many 
villages, so many cities, so many nations, sometimes suffer under a 
single tyrant who has no other power than the power they give him."" 

While speculating why people most of the time subject them- 
selves to voluntary servitude, de la Bobtie pointed towards two as- 
pects which contain strong parallels to Grarnsci's and Foucault's 
concepts that I applied earlier in this monograph. 

First, the force of habit and custom as well as propagandistic 
efforts of the ruling group (what Gramsci called hegemony) can lead 
the masses to accept voluntary servitude. If people have spent their 
entire lives in a repressive society, their (natural) longing for liberty 
may be suppressed to the point that it does not exist any more, 
because 

. . . men born under the yoke and then nourished and reared 
in slavery are content, without further effort, to live in their 
native circumstance, unaware of any other state or right, and 
considering as quite natural the condition into which they 
were born.lP 

Second, the establishment of a hierarchy of subordinate allies 
creates a situation in which a great number of citizens profit from an 
authoritarian system-and thus have an interest in defending the 
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status quo. Here is, radically shortened, how de la W t i e  portrayed 
what he considered to be the secret of domination, a concept which in 
many ways is comparable with Foucault's stratified power theory and 
the system of positive and negative privileges practiced by the SED 
regime: 

. . . there are only four or five who maintain the dictator . . . 
five or six have always had access to his ear . . . the six have 
six hundred who profit under them . . . the six hundred 
maintain under them six thousand . . . not the six thousand 
but a hundred thousand, and even millions, cling to the tyrant 
by this cord to which they are tied.m 

The two neglected structural parts of de la Boetie's Discours con- 
tain only rudimentary and highly incomplete hypotheses. But they 
deserve the same thorough attention and analytical elaboration as the 
Discours' agency-oriented first part has received by so many compe- 
tent theorists and researchers. In this monograph I have tried to make 
a modest contribution towards correcting this shortcoming by placing 
the dynamics of nonviolent action in East Germany into a Foucaultian 
and Gramscian analytical framework. 

However, many different ways of recognizing the dialectical link 
between agents and structures remain to be explored. Other fields of 
study can serve here as crucial guiding lights. Western philosophy 
and critical theory are prime examples. Since Nietzsche advanced his 
seminal insight about the subjectivity and the social construction of 
"reality," countless treatises have emerged on the subject. On a less 
philosophical level, one of the most sophisticated recent elaborations 
on the agent-structure issue is Anthony Giddens' "structuration 
theory."" Critical-theoretical approaches to international relations 
theory have also made substantial contributions by debating the im- 
plications of the fad that the structure of the global state system is both 
a subjective product of human interaction as well as a crucial variable 
that determines state behavior." Paying greater attention to the meth- 
odological and philosophical insight advanced by these various a p  
proaches could greatly improve understanding of the factors that 
influence a nonviolent struggle's likelihood of success in fighting 
repressive societal systems and establishing more democratic alterna- 
tives. 



APPENDIX 

CHRONOLOGY OF THE 
EAST GERMAN REVOLUTION 

1989/199083 

1989 

May 2 

May 7 

Aug. 8 

Aug. 14 

Aug. 19 

Loophole in the "iron curtain": Hungary starts to 
dismantle barbed wire and other installations along its 
border with Austria. 

More than 100 protesters, objecting to the manipula- 
tion of recent communal elections, are arrested in 
Leipzig. 

The West German representation in East Berlin has to 
be closed because it is overcrowded with East German 
citizens wanting to leave the country. 

The West German embassy in Budapest closes for the 
same reasons. Erich Honecker categorically denies the 
need for reforms: 'Den Sozialismus in seinem Lauf 
Glt  weder Ochs noch Esel auf" (neither oxen nor 
donkeys can stop the progress of socialism). 

On the occasion of the "Pan-European Picnic" at the 
Austro-Hungarian border, 661 East German citizens 
succeed in a spectacular bordercrossing to the West. 
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Aug. 23 

Sept. 11 

Sept. 18 

Sept. 25 

Sept. 30 

Oct. 2 

Oct. 3 

Oct. 4 

Oct. 7 

The West German embassy in Prague closes because it 
is overcrowded with East German citizens. 

Hungary opens borders to Austria for DDR citizens. 
Within three days 15,000 East Germans leave the coun- 
try. Neues Forum (New Forum), Demokratie Ietzt (De- 
mocracy Now), and other citizen movements emerge 
and are immediately declared illegal by the Ministry of 
Interior Affairs. 

Arrest of more than 100 people after the Monday 
prayer Service/demonstrationinLeipzig'sNikolaikirche. 

Monday demonstration in Leipzig: 6,000 people de- 
mand mobility rights and freedom of expression. 

Agreement between Berlin and Bonn: East German 
refugees in West German embassies (5,500 in Prague 
and 800 in Warsaw) are taken by special train through 
the territory of East Germany to the West. 

First big Monday demonstration in Leiprig: 25,000 
people demand immediate reforms and are dispersed 
violently by the police. 

West German embassy in Prague is packed with 7,000 
East German refugees again; they too are taken to the 
West. 

Unrest in Dresden because trains leaving for Prague 
do not stop at the station. Police use violence to keep 
3,000 people from mounting the refugee trains. 

Celebrationsof the40thanniversaryof East Germanfs 
existence as a state. In the presence of President 
Gorbachev and other honorary guests, Honecker de- 
livers a "business asusual" speech. Demonstrations in 
East Berlin, Leipzig, Potsdam, Dresden, Magedburg, 
Karl-Marx-Stadt, Plauen, Ilmenau, and Arnstadt. Pb 
lice use violence and arrest a great number of demon- 
strators. 
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Oct. 9 

Oct. 16 

Oct. 19 

Od. 20 

Oct. 21 

After the traditional Monday prayer in the churches of 
Leipzig, first mass demonstration. 70,000 people de- 
mand reforms, screaming "we are the people." Non- 
violent discipline is strictly maintained by the pro- 
testers. No interference from the police despite wide- 
spread fears of a Tiananmen-Square-like crackdown. 

After a public demand by the New Forum, all except 
eleven imprisoned demonstrators are released. 

Concert against violence in the Erloserkirche (church) 
in Berlin. Prominent singers and writers demand re- 
forms, appeal to people to act nonviolently, and an- 
nounce a mass demonstration for November 4. Dem- 
onstrations in Halle and Plauen. 

More than 120,000 people demonstrate in Leipzig, 
10,000 in Dresden and Magdeburg, 5,000 in Halle, and 
3,000 in Berlin. The mayor of Dresden meets with the 
"Group of 20," representatives of the citizens' move- 
ments. 

Politburo forces Erich Honecker to resign. Several of 
his closest allies and key secretaries of the Central 
Committee are removed, including Giinter Mittag 
(economy) and Joachim Herrmann (agitation and pro- 
paganda). Egon Krenz, old-time Politburo member 
and confidant of Honecker, becomes new SED chief. 

Krenz states his intention to seek a dialogue with the 
people and announces a 'Wende" (turningpoint). 

50,000 demonstrators in Dresden demand free elec- 
tions. 

Demonstrations in Dresden, Potsdam, Berlin, and Karl- 
Marx-Stadt. In Plauen, an industrial city of 80,000 
people, 35,000 demonstrate in the streets. 

Mass demonstrations inEast Berlin, Dresden, Potsdam, 
Plauen, and Karl-Mam-Stadt. In Leipzig alone, 300,000 
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peopledemand reformsand free elections. For the first 
time, the official East German television broadcasts 
reports of the demonstrations. 

Oct. 24 Parliament (Volkskammer) elects Krenz as head of state. 
12,000 people immediately demonstrate in Berlin. 

Oct. 25 Demonstrations in Neubrandenburg (20,000), 
Halberstadt (10,000), Berlin, and Greifswald. 

Oct. 26 First official meeting between the SED, led by its Berlin 
chief, Giinter Schabowski, and representatives of the 
New Forum, including prominent dissidents Barbel 
Bohley and Jens Reich. "Open dialoguef8 in Dresden 
with Mayor Berghofer and Regional SED Chief Hans 
Modrow (100,000 people attend). Demonstrations in 
Rostock (25,000), Erfurt (15,000) and Gera (5,000). 

Oct. 27 The government (Stuutsrat) grants amnesty to all dem- 
onstratorsand illegal emigrants. ProtestsinKarl-Marx- 
Stadt, Dresden, Giistrow, Lauchhammer, Saafeld, and 
Grossraschen. 

Oct. 28 Protests in Plauen (30,000), Leipzig, Erfurt, Jena, 
Rostock, Greiz, and Senftenberg. 

Oct. 29 Six-hour "open dialogueff (20,000 people attend) with 
SED representatives, including Schabowski, in front of 
the Rathaus in Berlin. Smaller but similar forums in 
Karl-Marx-Stadt and Leipzig. Demonstrations in 
Ueckermiinde, Rostock, and Bad Salzungen. 

Oct. 30 Over 400,000 people demonstrate in various cities for 
reforms, free elections, and mobility rights: 200,000 in 
Leipzig, 50,000 in Halle, 40,000 in Schwerin, 20,000 in 
Cottbus and Karl-Marx-Stadt, 5,000 in Possneck. Last 
broadcast (number 1519) of K.E. von Schnitzler's 
"Schwanem Kanal" (a famous counterpropaganda 
television series). 

Oct. 31 15,000 demonstrate in Wittenberg. 



Nov. 1 Meeting between Krenz and Gorbachev in Moscow. 
Demonstrations inNeubrandenburg, Frankfurt/Oder, 
Freital, and Ilmenau. 

Nov. 2 Prominent SED members resign, among them Margot 
Honecker, minister of education, and Harry Tisch, 
head of the SED-controlled union (FDGB). Demonstra- 
tions in Gera (10,000), Erfurt (30,000), Halle (10,000), 
and Guben (15,000). 

Nov. 3 

Nov. 4 

Nov. 6 

Nov. 7 

Nov. 8 

Elimination of more of the "old guards" from the 
Politburo, including Kurt Hager, Erich Mielke, 
Hermann Axen, Alfred Neumann, and Erich 
Miickenberger. 5,000 East Germans in the West Ger- 
man embassy in Prague can leave for the West. Soon 
the embassy is filled again with refugees. 

The country's biggest demonstration ever. In East 
Berlin an estimated 500,000 to 1,000,000 people de- 
mand reforms. SrnallerdemonstrationsinMagdeburg, 
Rostock, Altenburg, Potsdam, Lauscha, Suhl, Plauen, 
Schwerin, Dresden, and Amstadt. The official East 
German television broadcasts live from the Berlin 
demonstration. 

More mass demonstrations:in Leipzig (500,000), Karl- 
Marx-Stadt (50,000), Schwerin, Halle (60,000), and 
Cottbus. In Dresden, dissident party members Hans 
Modrow, regional SED chief, and Wolfgang Berghofer, 
mayor, lead 70,000 people in a protest march through 
the streets. 

The entire SEDgovernment under Willi Stoph resigns. 

The entire Politburo resigns. Newly elected members 
include Hans Modrow. Reelection of Krenz as general 
secretary. About 10,1100 East Germans are still leaving 
the country every day.  Demonstrations in 
Neubrandenburg, FrankfurVOder, and Limbach- 
Oberfrohna. 
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Nov. 9 

Nov. 10 

Nov. 11 

Nov. 12 

Nov. 13 

Nov. 14 

Nov. 16 

Nov. 19 

Demonstrations in Erfurt (80,000) and Gera (10,000). 
Giinter Schabowski, member of the Politburo, an- 
nounces that as of now, all East German citizens can . 
travel abroad without special permission. The wall is 
crumbling. The same night, thousands of East Berlin- 
ers flood into the western part of the city. 

Euphoria in West German cities as thousands of East 
Germans take a first glimpse of life across the "iron 
curtain." East Germans "invade" West Berlin's 
"Kurfiirstendarnm." 

In the last three days, more than four million tourist 
exit visas wereissued to East German citizens. Suicide 
of several SED officials. 

Replacement of several SED regional secretaries 
(Bezirkssekretire), including the ones in Erfurt, Karl- 
Marx-Stadt, Halle, Magdeburg, and Rostock (the ones 
of Perleburg, Kothen, and Bautzen have already com- 
mitted suicide). 

Hans Modrow becomes new head of the government. 
Free elections and continuous mobility rights are de- 
manded at mass demonstrations in Leipzig (300,0001, 
Dresden, Karl-Marx-Stadt, Cottbus, Magdeburg, 
Neubrandenburg, and Schwerin. 

Forty-eight universities request the abolishment of 
Marxism-Leninism as a mandatory course. 

Replacement of the remaining regional secretaries. 
East German newspapers publish West German tele- 
vision programs for the first time. The Academy of 
Science rehabilitates Ernst Block and Robert 
Havenmann. Since November 9,7.7 million visas have 
been issued to East Germans. 

First officially approved demonstration of the New 
Forum in Leipzig. Demonstrations also in Dresden, 
Plauen, Suhl, Berlin, and Eberswalde-Finow. 
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Nov. 20 Since Nov 1,100,000 citizens have left East Germany. 
New and free elections are demanded at  mass demon- 
strations inLeipzig (250,000), Halle (50,000), Dresden, 
Cottbus, Schwerin, Magdeburg, Karl-Marx-Stadt, and 
Neubrandenburg. 

Nov. 21 Democracy Now proposes a round table; a day later 
the SED agrees to participate. 

Nov. 24 Decision that the article providing the SED with the 
power to rule will be eliminated from the constitution 
as of December 1. Mass exits to West Germany con- 
tinue. 

Nov. 28 The Ministry of State Security is dissolved. 

Nov. 22 At the Monday demonstration in Leipzig people start 
to request unification; shift from "we are the people" to 
"we are a people." 

Hundreds of thousands form a human chain across 
East Germany,drawing attention to the need for demo- 
cratic renewal. The entire Politburo and Central Com- 
mittee resign. 

Demonstrations in Leipzig (150,000), Karl-Marx-Stadt, 
Cottbus, Berlin, and Halle. 

Erich Honecker, Giinter Mittag, Harry Tixh and sev- 
eral other key figures of the old regime are either 
arrested or put under house arrest. 

Krenz resigns from all of his functions. 

Reform-oriented Gregor Gysi is appointed new chief 
of the SED, flanked by Berghofer and Modrow. 

Church and opposition groups propose to stop the 
traditional Monday demonstrations in Leipzig. 
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Dec. 16 

1990 

Jan. 22 

Jan. 30 

Feb. 14 

Feb. 15 

Mar. 16 

Apr. 12 

Summer 

Od. 3 

SED changes name and makes a clear break with the 
Stalinist past. 

In Leipzig and other cities more than 200,000 people 
demonstrate for unification. 

The Soviet Union agrees to unification. 

Two-plus-four negotiations start in Ottawa. 

Membershipin what used to be the SED down from23 
million to 700,000. 

First free parliamentary elections 
Wolkskammenuahlen) in East Germany. Voter turn- 
out: 93.4%. The Conservative Alliance for Germany 
achieves a big victory. The Christian Democratic Union 
(CDU) alone receives 40.9% of the vote. 

The new CDU government, headed by Lothar de 
Maizfre, is inaugurated. 

Monetary union (introduction of the West German 
Deutsch Mark into East Germany) and Basic Treaty 
about unification between the two German states. 

Unification (annexation of the German Democratic 
Republic by the Federal Republic of Germany). 
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1. As quoted in Rolf Schneider, Friihling im Herbst: Notizen zum Untergang 
der DDR (Gottingen: Steidl Verlag, 1991), p. 48: "Wir hatten mehr Angst vor 
dem Volk, als das Volk vor uns haben musste." Translations of quotations are, 
unless otherwise indicated, my own. In order to preempt charges of misinter- 
pretation and to retain a statement's unique, language-related meaning, a 
footnote provides the text of the quotation in the original form. 

2. Gene Sharp, The Methods of Nonviolent Actwn, vol. 2 of The Politics of 
Nonviolent Action (Boston: Porter Sargent, 1973), pp. 117-72, 199-217. Sharp 
refers to these two forms of resistance as "nonviolent protest" and "protest 
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(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1970). I will employ the expressions 
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Remlutwn zurdeutschen Vereinigung, edited by G .  Wewer (Opladen: Leske und 
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Deutsche Linke: Refixionen der politkchen und gesellschaj?lichen Entwicklung, 
edited by M. Gorholt and N. Kunz (Koln: Bund-Verlag, 1991). 
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Zeitgeschichte, vols. 1-2 (1990); and Ferdinand Kroh, "Havemanns Erben-1953 
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edited by F. Kroh (Frankfurt a.M.: Ullstein Sachbuch, 1988). 
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appeared in inflated quantities since 1989. The following interpretative writ- 
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Revolution (Frankfurt a.M.: Suhrkamp, 1990); Christiane Lemke, Die U r n h e n  
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tion und Reformen in der DDR: Auswahlbibliographie 1989-1990 (Bonn: 
Wissenschaftliche Dienste des Deutschen Bundestages, 1990) and Von der 
Revolution in der DDR zur deutschen Einheit: Auswahlbibliographie 198%1990 
(Bonn: Wissenschaftliche Dienste des Deutschen Bundestages, 1991). 

Good analyses in English or translations of German sources are not as 
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Wahrheit (Reinbeck: Rowohlt, 1990). 
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